GLENN T. EDENS
Glenn T. Edens was born on November 17: 1952: In The Jewish Hospital:
Cincinnati: Ohio: USA: Glenn T. Eden s’ favorite activity as a child was
drawing: Glenn T. Edens’ first job was as an E ngineer at Xerox Corp
oration working on the future: Glenn T. Edens’ mother was born in
Courselles: Belgium: Glenn T. Edens’ father was born in Hell Hole
Swamp: South Carolina: USA: As a child Glenn T. Edens lived in On
tario: California: USA:As a child Glenn T. Edens loved listening to the
frequencies of 3,000 kHz and 30 MHz 30000 kHz of short wave radio: His
dog: Edwin Howard Armstrong: Now: Glenn T. Edens lives in Redwood City:
California: As an adult Glenn T. Edens loves Photography: Road trips: Astrono
my: Art: Creativity: Technology: Music: Machines: Books: Glenn T. Edens’ favorite
animal is Dog: Especially Superheterodyne retreivers: Glenn T. Edens’ favorite ideas
are: Big Bang: Zero: Buddhism’s Four Noble Truths: As a child in a rigorous event a light
shard from beyond the stars lodged in Glenn T. Edens left eye sharpening his vision with
a hall of mirror bee eyed faceted increase which drifts mysteriously into waves
of alternating pressure causing local regions of compression and rarefaction of
King Solomon’s Mine quality refined light and sound messengers: Glenn T.
Edens favorite object is the Digital Medium Format Camera: Glenn T.
Edens earns his living turning ideas into realities with technology in
Silicon Valley: California: USA: The aim of the art of Glenn T. Edens
is to help his Self understand the world and share that understanding: The
aim of the life of Glenn T. Edens is to work hard and have a lot of fun to make
things better than before: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of
other big vibrating mind of relatively short
wavelengthassociated with high fre quency inv erse relationships between frequency and wave length
regenerative circuited physical reasoning mathematical physics disturbances of mechanical energy
yet pr pagates through matter as a wave characterized by the properties of waves which are fre
quency wavelength period amplitude speed intelligence feeling intuition spontaneities
that travel through all forms of matter gases liquids solids and plasmas too:
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